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TRANSPORTATION SELECT COM MITTEE
Notice of Meeting on Wednesday, April 23,2014, at 1l:30 am
Board Room, 6th Floor, 625 Fisgard Street, Victoria, BC
D. Fortin (Chair)
L. Cross
W. Mclntyre

W. Milne (Vice Chair)
B. Desjardins
G. Young

D. Blackwell
J. Brownoff
F. Leonard
C. Hamilton
A. Bryson (ex-officio, Board Chair)

AGENDA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Approval ofAgenda
Adoption of Minutes of February 27,2014
Chair's Remarks
Presentations/Delegations

Transportation Service Feasibility Update

VictoriaRegionalTransitGovernanceUpdate
New Business

Adjournment

Next Meeting: July 23,2014 @ 1 1:30 am

To ensure quorum, please advise Nancy More at 250-360-3024 if you or your alternate cannot attend
I 52091 3
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Making a difference...together

Minutes of a Meeting of the Transportation Select Committee
Held February 27,2013 in the Board Room, 625 Flsgard St., Victoria, BG
Present:

Absent:

Directors: D. Fortin (Chair), M. Alto, D. Blackwell, J. Brownoff, , B. Desjardins,
C. Hamilton, G. Hill (11:38 am), F. Leonard, M. Loveless (for L' Cross),
W. Mclntyre, G. Young, A. Bryson (Board Chair, ex officio)
Staff: R. Lapham, Chief Administrative Officer; M. Misek-Evans, Acting General
Manager, Planning and Protective Services; S. Norton, Deputy Corporate Officer
(recorder)
Atso present: Directors: V. Derman, J. Ranns, L. Wergeland; M. Rubinstein and
B. Hollingworth, lBl Group; E. Pinkerton, BC Transit; L. Timmerman, Ministry of
Transportation and I nfrastructure
Director W. Milne

The meeting was called to order at 11:33 am

1.

Approval ofAgenda
Chair Fortin suggested that item 5 be considered after item 6.
MOVED by Director Blackwell, SECONDED by Director Hamilton,
That the agenda be approved as amended.
CARRIED

2.

Adoption of Minutes
MOVED by Director Alto, SEGONDED by Director Brownoff,
That the minutes of the November 21,2012 meeting be adopted as previously circulated.
CARRIED

3.
4.
5.

Chair's Remarks

- None

Presentations/Delegations-None.
Motion Referred from the November 21,2012, Transportation Select Committee
Meeting re Transit Gommission Authorlty
Considered after item 6.

6.

Transit Governance Review Report (PPS/2013-03)
M. Misek-Evans introduced the staff report noting the intention is to refer the options for
review and comment to the Victoria Regional Transit Commission and the Ministry of
Transportation and nfrastructure.
I

Director Hill entered the meeting at 11:38 am
Using a slide presentation, M. Rubenstein reviewed:
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Project objective
Existing transit governance structure
Five transit governance change objectives
Three alternative governance options
Features common to all options
Option 1: CRD Board to Replace Victoria Regional Transit Commission (VRTC)
Option 2: CRD RegionalTransit Commission
Option 3: CRD RegionalTransit Committee
Assessment Summary of Options 1-3, Status Quo, Expanded VRTC (per lndependent
Review Panel)

Discussion ensued on how the options would affect the existing Salt Spring lsland (SSl)
transit service and the proposed transit service for the Southern Gulf lslands (SGl), given
their land use planning is carried out by the lslands Trust and they are under a different gas
tax funding pool. R. Lapham advised that the scheduling and planning for the current SSI
system is carried out by BC Transit, with CRD staff providing review which could þe
considered as a value-added service. The inclusion of the SSI service and proposed SGI
service into a fully regional transit system would require further study.

ln response to questions, M. Rubenstein advised that BC Transit staff had been contacted
at the beginning of the study to provide information; however, the assessment of all the
options was carried out by the lBl Group. Staff was requested to ensure that the referral to
BC Transit included staff as well as the Commission.
The following issues were raised as part of the discussion:

.
o
.
.
.

The need to have a mechanism to measure performance of the new system.
How local land use planning decisions could be taken into account as part of transit
planning, as well as the greater role of transportation planning'
Whether additional CRD staff would þe needed, e.g. a re-allocation between BC Transit
and the CRD.
Whether all provincial funding currently provided to BC Transit will carry foruvard to the
CRD, e.g. provincial suþsidy, fueltax.
When municipal council input would be sought, e.g. after these referrals.

The staff recommendation was changed to include referral to the Access Transportation
Advisory Committee and BC Transit as well as a deadline to report back.
MOVED by Director Alto, SECONDED by Director Leonard,
1) That Report No. PPS/RP 2013-03, titled'Transit Governance Review Report', be
received; and
2) That the governance models for transit be referred to the Victoria Regional Transit
Commission, Access Transportation Advisory Committee, BC Transit and the Minister's
office of the Ministry of Transportation and lnfrastructure for review and comment, with
follow-up to Committee at its next meeting.
CARRIED
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MOVED by Director Mclntyre, SECONDED by Director Hill,

That staff investigate the impact of the transit governance models on the existing and
future transit services for Salt Spring lsland and the Southern Gulf lslands.
CARRIED
7

Motion Referred from the November 21,2012, Transportation Select Committee
Meeting re Transit Commission Authority
It was decided to leave consideration of the motion postponed until the referrals under item
6 were received.

I
I

New Business

-

None

Adjournment
" MOVED by Director Alto, SECONDED by Director Hamilton,
That the meeting be adjourned at 12'.29 pm.
CARRIED

CHAIR

RECORDER

Item 5
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REPORT TO TRANSPORTATION SELECT COMMITTEE
MEETING OF WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23,2014

SUBJECT

TRANSPORTATIONSERVICEFEASIBILITYUPDATE

ISSUE

Transportation in the region is planned, operated and funded through a diverse and often
complex relationship between various local, regional, provincial and federal governments and
agencies. Transportation modes have historically been examined and planned in isolation
thereby foregoing opportunities for financial efficiency and integrated regional transportation
network effectiveness.
BACKGROUND

A Request for Proposals to complete a Transportation Service Feasibility Study to enable the
potential establishment and funding of an expanded and consolidated regional transportation
service was issued in December 2013 and awarded to Acuere Consulting lnc. early in 2014.
Attachment 1 (Acuere Technical Proposal) provides a summary of the project scope.

The updated Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) will reflect referral feedback from

local
(VRTC)
and
the
government, the BC Transit Board, the Victoria Regional Transit Commission
BC Ministry of Transportation and lnfrastructure (MoTl). Feedback included strong support for
the development and implementation of the RTP as well as a request for greater clarification on
the role of transit and a desire for more information about the governance and funding structure
of the Plan. Attachment 2 provides a more comprehensive summary of the RTP partner final
comments.

The Service Feasibility Study consultants have been provided with a potential repoding
structure which would form the foundation of a transportation service authority (see

Attachment 3). This reporting structure was created through a comprehensive governance
review undertaken by lBl Consulting. This review was informed by leading practice and
incorporated local feedback, responding to regional conditions. The proposed structure
identifies a strong role for a Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC) made up of
representatives from each of the local government areas, MoTl, BC Transit and the CRD. The
TAC would have a mandate to guide and in some cases undertake assigned actions.

It is envisioned that the existing TAC formed as part of the RTP planning process would

be

reconstituted under a new Terms of Reference which would clearly outline the scope of its role
and position within the overall governance structure. The reporting structure identifies the need
for sub-regional working groups to advance localized priorities within the regional context. The
TAC would report to a Transportation Standing Committee (TSC) which would bring decisions
through to the CRD Board for approval. TSC Terms of Reference would be drafted to provide
the necessary mandate to prioritize RTP initiatives and recommend measures necessary to
implement RTP actions.

The relationship between the VRTC and the Region is not yet clearly defined. Feedback from
the referral process clearly indicated that the approach taken in the draft RTP in terms of transit
was not strong enough. The need for a more formal engagement and consulting process with
transit was recognized and welcomed. A number of responses indicated that transit functions
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needed to be intrinsically linked with any potent¡al regional transportation service. A more
detailed discussion on this topic including recommendations is provided in the related agenda
item 5 - Victoria Regional Transit Governance Update.
I

NTERGOVERN MENTAL IM PLICATIONS

The proposed Transportation Service requires a collaborative partnership between BC Transit,
MoTl, the CRD and local governments to implement the actions identified in the RTP. The
Feasibility Study will examine the roles and responsibilities of all parties in more detail. There is
a focus on sub-regional collaboration within the governance model that will enable the
identification of sub-regional priorities that align with the Regional Multi-modal Network.
RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

The Feasibility Study will identify both the requirements needed within the CRD to facilítate the
delivery of a transportation service and the requirements associated with consolidating existing
CRD transportation functions under the umbrella of the service.
GROWTH MANAGEM ENT IMPLICAIIANS

The Feasibility Study will examine how a transportation service could meet the

growth
projections and mode share targets identified in the RTP. Staff is integrating the key messaging
and actions of the RTP within the framework of the Regional Sustainability Strategy with a
particular emphasis on the link between land use and transportation'

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Funding for the Feasibility Study was approved in the 2013 budget and was carried forward to
the2014 work program.

Financial implications

of an expanded and consolidated

transportation authority will be

examined as part of the Transportation Service Feasibility Study.

SUMMARY
The CRD Board has identified the need for greater integration of transportation modes to ensure
the delivery of a multi-modal network that meets the needs of the growing region, achieves
mode share targets and integrates more closely with land use. The draft RTP sets the stage for
delivering on the Board's expectations. The draft has been referred to local government and
agency partners for final comments.

A Transportation Service Feasibility Study is currently underway. The Study will identify the
feasibility and requirements for consolidation of transportation functions within the various CRD
departments and expansion of the service functions to allow for the delivery of the actions
identified in the draft RTP.
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RECOMMENDATION

That the Transportation Select Committee receives
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Chief Administrative Officer
Concurrence

Attachment

1

TRANSPORTATION SERVICE FEASIBIL¡TY STUDY
SCOPE OF WORK

The Study, which will be completed by Acuere Consulting lnc., will identify the feasibility of the
following Transportation Service models:

1. Consolidation of transportation

2.

functions currently within various Capital Regional District
(CRD) departments (a. excluding transit, b. including transit)
Consolidation of transportation functions currently within various CRD departments and
expansion of the service functions to allow for the delivery of the actions as identified in the
draft RegionalTransportation Plan (a. excluding transit, b. including transit)

Task

.
.
.
.
.

Task

.

l:

lnformation Gathering (March/April)
Review bylaws, legislation, inter-agency agreements

ldentify current governance arrangements and processes for appointing members,
including research on potential alternatives
Review relevant local, regional and provincial planning and policy documents
ldentify transportation-related functions and divisions within the CRD, including staffing
and resources

2: lnterviews with Key Staff and lndividuals (March/April)
Conduct interviews with key CRD and associated staff and Board members (as
appropriate) to obtain information necessary to assess governance structure options and
funding schemes

3: Synthesis

Task

4:

Task

5: lmplications of Recommended Structure

Task

6: Presentations and Final Report (June/July)

.
.
.

memorandums of

understanding related to transportation responsibilities and fu nctions
ldentify current funding arrangements, sources, budgets and expenditures

Task

.

and

and Analysis (April/May)
Assemble information from Tasks 1 and 2 to provide a summary of key findings and
establish the framework that will be used to evaluate four governance options

Evaluation of Governance and Funding Arrangements (April/May)
Assess feasibility of proposed governance options
ldentify required legal and institutional changes
Recommend governance and oversight structure and CRD structure capable of
delivering recommendations of Regional Transportation Plan

.
o
.
o
o

(May/June)
ldentify impacts of recommended structure on CRD divisions, local governments and
provincial agencies
ldentify revisions required to legislation, bylaws and inter-governmental agreements
Consider funding options, including consolidation of a transportation funding pool that
includes Regional Significant Projects Fund and General Significant Projects Fund

Prepare final report documenting project findings and recommendations
Present to the CRD Board

Attachment 2
SUMMARY OF RTP PARTNER COMMENTS
Official
Comments

lnformal
Comments
No comments
but receipt of
referral
acknowledqed
Pending

Ministry of Transportation
BC Transit Board
Victoria Reqional Transit Commission
District of Central Saanich
District of North Saanich
Town of View Royal
Salt Spring lsland Transportation Commission
Salt Sprinq lsland Pathways
Township of Esquimalt
City of Langford
District of Saanich
Town of Sidney
District of Hiqhlands - Council Discussion Points
District of Oak Bay - Council Discussion Points
District of Metchosin
District of Sooke

City Of Victoria
Citv of Colwood

SUMMARY OF RTP PARTNER COMMENTS
Ministry of
Transportation

.
.
.

The report reflects updates from talks between MoTl and CRD staff in
the Spring of 2013.
Development of a regional multi-modal network is supported.
ln general, the report appears to be missing policies and investment
strategies which directly respond to existing and future conditions as
well as identified network deficiencies found in the Regional Context

.

The draft report poses serious concerns over impacts to Provincial
infrastructure including Highways 17, 1 and 14 as well as road based
transit improvement measures concerning intermodal integration of

.
.

The report must acknowledge the intended role and function of the

.
.
.
.

Victoria
Regional
Transit
Commission

inter-regional traffic.

Provincial system.
Without secondary network planning at the regional level infrastructure
costs and congestion will continue to increase on Provincial routes in
the CRD.
Proposed designation of regional multi-modal corridors in the plan
should not extend to the Provincial highway system.
The report includes funding and governance changes that do not
address current and future conditions or regional transportation
deficiencies identified.
Regional policies which correspond to Provincial access management
legislation on Highways 17, 1 and 14 should be included.
What strategies will CRD use to engage local First Nations?
What about inter-regional corridors and improving East-West and NorthSouth arterial linkages?
Financial performance indicators should be included to evaluate given
priorities as well as provide an analysis of resulting user and societal
costs of travel.
lt should be clarified if the stated sustainable focus of the report includes
economic evaluation of proposed strategies.
Goals are aligned with the BC Transit Board approved Transit Future
Plan and with the Province's ProvincialTransit Plan.
BC Transit staff are committed to participating in the plan processes.
The Board concurs with the plan's goal of aligning funding priorities.
Point of clarification: Action 6.1 Embed consultation and engagement
with the Victoria Reqional Transit Commission (done or pendinq?).
CRD's Regional Transportation Plan and goals are well-aligned with the
Commission's approved Transit Future Plan for the Capital Region.
The Commission:
requested and were advised that BC Transit staff participation on the
committees in the RTP will occur
strongly supports the Plan's goal of aligning funding priorities with the
two organization's to achieve the goals of the Transit Future Plan and
Regional Transportation Plan
would like the RTP to include commitment to directing regional gas tax
towards transit (as per revisions emailed on Feb 21,2014)

.
.

BC Transit

statement.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
o
.

a

has adopted a series of service standards that establish our criteria for
reviewing the success of service allocations throughout the region that
align well with Action 1.411.5. Specifically:
develop Rapid Transit Lines with service to Westshore, Peninsula,
UVic via McKenzie
develop Frequent Transit Network with service guarantees
improve LocalTransit Network
recommends that the lowest level of transit service supported is a bus
every 30 minutes and/or 4-6 trips a day in rural areas - a standard not
yet aligned to the RTP
wishes to assure the Board that it will continue to consult with the region
on major planning issues and service and capital priorities.
Supports the emphasis that goods movement has within the draft plan
(i.e. significant).
Remains committed to pursuing a full-movement interchange at Pat Bay
and Keating Cross Road.
Notes the importance of regional coordination of planning activities.
Supports the proactive and ongoing engagement of First Nations.
Recommends enqaqement to increase uptake of alternative modes.
Concern with the funding implications of the proposed Transportation
Service Authority;
A recommendation to consider other models before making a decision;
A request for clarity on how the CRD is proposing to calculate the
redistribution of gas tax funds.

o
o
o

a

a

District of
Central
Saanich

District of
North Saanich

.
.
.
.
.
L
2.
3.

Potential Report Updates
Future funding investments are made based on Key Performance
lndicators (KPls), often based on density calculations by jobs/persons
per hectare; North Saanich may not have that level of measured density
but the need for more frequent transit service connecting the Peninsula
to the CoreA/üestshore is warranted.
The different priorities, needs, and therefore different targets of rural
communities should be identified in the report to avoid disconnect.
How will the criteria for redistribution of the gas tax funds be calculated?
lt mav appropriate to categorize airport lands, industrial lands, and
Sandown in North Saanich as Activity Hubs.
The Victoria Airport Trail should be included on all relevant maps.
Considered adding expanded transit service to industrial lands in North
Saanich.
Consider offering additional funds for implementation or promotion of
formal carpool proqrams.
a
That the RTP be approved in principle with the request that the
municipality still be able to provide input on the plan as it evolves.
a
That regional cooperation for multi-modal transportation issues can
achieve the outcomes desired without the transfer of additional authority
to the CRD.
a
That the CRD be requested to provide additional information advising
the implication of a revised gas tax allocation agreement, allowing for
50% of the qas tax funds to be allocated to reqionally siqnificant

.

.
.
¡
.
.
.
Town of View
Royal

transportation projects.
a

SSI

Transportation
Commission
and
SSI
Community
Economic
Development
Commission

.
.
.
.

.

That any regional transportation authority formed included

the
governance of BC Transit.
The open and interactive consultation process is to be commended.
The draft correctly points to the fact that transportation needs on the
Gulf lslands are unique and cannot be addressed through "big city"
solutions.
lt is difficult to judge the consequences for SSI of the proposed new
governance model, including the impact on gas tax allocations within the
region.
We appreciate that the authority structure and associated funding
structure would allow regional funding to be directed to corridors and
trails identified on the Regional Multi-modal network and that subregional committees would allow for identification of priorities at this
level.

lt is good to know that the sub regional model identifies an Electoral

Area Working Group and that SSI transportation projects that fall within
the scope of the RTP would be eligible for regional gas tax funding.
Add Ganges as an Activity Hub?
SSI CEDC strongly supports the integrated plan (SSl/SGl) - from an
economic development perspective.
"...options that balance financial, transportation and environmental
objectives" sounds ambitious and goes beyond the scope of
'transportation'.
Time to take prudent action to implement recommendations from past
plans (i.e. North Ganges Transportation Plan, NGTP); concerned about
the cost of consultants.
lnclude the question of integrating dual harbour management and
objectives (Fernwood Dock and SS Harbour Authority jurisdiction) in the
water-based links service review.
The CRD/BC TransiUSSlTC partnership is a success story.
SSITC strongly endorses the emphasis in the RTP on promoting
walking, cycling, way-finding, increased amenities and infrastructure,
rideshare programs that don't compete with our community bus system.
Long-term planning for a Ganges Bypass is important to the CEDC.
Title revision: Pedestrian and Cycling Masterplan - SS/ Edrïion.
SSI is receiving less than the average per capita level of regional
transportation funds.
SSITC priorities are already wholly in line with those of the RTP.
Editing suggestions:
SSI-CMP, now called PCMP-SSI; keep plan to 50 pages; move
governance info to the front; be consistent with defining acronyms; avoid
jargon; use consistent terminology to define key players.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

Salt Spring
lsland
Pathways

.
.
.
.
.

Content suggestions:
Add lsland Pathways to community stakeholders list.
Add that ferry fares, schedules, and connectivity are vital to coastal
community health, especially for SSI and SGl.
Add that the RTA can streamline namins the overall circle route network

.
.
.

o
.
.

and getting MLAs and MPs on board for completing it.
Explain how lslands Trust and "environmental considerations" will fit
with the RTA, ideally in the organization chart; add Tourism BC.
No more studies needed; move to implementation.
Funding proposal should follow info'about proposed governance model,
since who, how, and how much are key to the whole plan; further
explain how the RTA will serve us differently that present diffuse
lsland Pathways is making
transportation planning and apportioning
good progress on its active transportation projects, working with the
CRD and our local CRD commissions as they are.
Perhaps mention - nicely - that this plan won't be the Greater Victoria's
version of Translink, in approach, costs, and reputation.
DND, Public Works Canada, Seaspan and the Graving Dock need to be
at the table as they are huge employers in Esquimalt and influence
transportation opportunities and challenges.
Request that the CRD engage in additional consultation, as this is a
significant plan,
Plan emphasizes the "Douglas Street Corridot'' and does not adequately
address other major traffic routes.
Railtransportation option is not included in the Plan - as a 2S-year Plan,
it must be adaptable.
The Plan does not adequately deal with "big trucks" (commercial traffic)
in the region; only a "Goods Movement Committee".

-

o
Township of
Esquimalt

a

a

a

a

a

-

Glaring error BC Transit should be at the table since they are a
significant stakeholder; CRD needs to do more than "consult" with them.
a
We should consider a different governance model for transportation
planning
By resolution of Council, the City of Langford requests that the following
amendments be made to the DRAFT Regional Transportation Plan
(October 2013):
a. Add the Leigh Road lnterchange to all maps contained and/or
referenced to the RTP and ensure that other intersections that
changed configuration as a result of the Leigh Road lnterchange
opening in June 2013 also be amended; and
b. Add the City of Langford as a partner listed in Section 6.0,
Subsection 6.2 "Approach".
The draft plan can be supported in-principle.
Further clarification should be sought on the impacts of:
the pending 1O-year provincial transportation plan will impact the
RTP expanded governance structure goals
embedding consultation and engagement in the VRTC model rather
than the expanded governance modelwill properly support transit
CRD staff and existing resource allocation in the expanded
transpodation authority model
The new governance model on the annual community works fund
that Saanich receives annually
Whether or not more technical details will help determine differences
in the areas of the region as a means to seek improved equity,
transparency, accountability, coordination and cooperation relative to
reqional transportation planning and project delivery.
a

City of
Langford

District of
Saanich

.
.

o
o
o
o
o

o

corridors.
Encourages regional approach to sustainable transportation.
More equal representation across the region as opposed to a focus on
the core municipalities.
Expansion of car share program encouraged if business case is viable.
Clarification over the funding and governance implications on the Town
is required.
Partnership agreement between Transportation Service Authority and
the Victoria Regional Transit Commission is required.
Concerns that proposed governance/repoding model may be too
cumbersome to allow for quick and efficient decision making.
Potential for cost sharing with municipalities on identified local actions to
be clarified.

.
.
.
.
.
.
¡

Town of
Sidney

Capital or operating costs implications to municipalities working to
meet key peíormance measures or indicators on regional RMN

OTHER COMMENTS
District of
Highlands
Committee
of the
Whole

District of
Oak Bay Council
Comments

-

.

No transit links proposed for Highlands; residents are dependent on
surrounding park and rides; Residents are dependent on personal
vehicles.

. Frustration around current transit taxation levels and fear levels will rise
without direct local benefit.
. Plan lacking financial analysis.
. Current governance model frustrating.
. Concern about development of additional bureaucracy
o Related concern about the time required for grant writing.
. Questions regarding older populations and feasibility of bicycling for
these populations.
. Concern about lack of mentions of automobile traffic in the RTP.
. Questions about integration work by municipal advisory committees,
especially those that dealwith active transportation.
r Discussion of mobility scooters and inclusion in the plan.
. Concern about goods movement, especially for smaller municipalities.
. Discussion of including transit as an integral part
o Discussion of transit qovernance.
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REPORT TO TRANSPORTATION SELECT COMMITTEE
MEETING OF WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23,2014

SUBJECT

VIGTORIA REGIONAL TRANSIT GOVERNANCE UPDATE

ISSUE

To provide the Committee with an update on the process for defining the regional role in transit.
BAC

UND

The Capital Regional District (CRD) Board has identified that it would like to see a greater role
for the Region in transit. However, there is a lack of regional consensus to shift away from the
Victoria Regional Transit Commission (VRTC) framework. Work to facilitate a stronger role for
the Region within the framework of the VRTC model is being undertaken on a number of fronts.

ln 2011 the CRD Board made a request to the province to amend legislation to replace the
VRTC with the CRD Board. ln response to CRD concerns and those expressed by other
partners, the province subsequently commissioned an lndependent Review of BC Transit that
addressed this request along with a requirement to undertake a general review of BC Transit.
ln March 2012, the BC Government appointed a three-person lndependent Review Panel to
review BC Transit's performance and operations.

The lndependent Panel released its findings in August 2012. lt determined that there was not
consensus for a governance change from the local governments within the region. ln terms of
the broader review of BC Transit, the panel made 18 recommendations.

To assist in moving fonryard with implementation of the Panel's recommendations, the Union
of BC Municipalities (UBCM), in partnership with Ministry of Transportation and
lnfrastructure (MoTl) and BC Transit, established the BC Transit lndependent Review
lmplementation working group composed of representatives from UBCM, MoTl, local and
regional governments and BC Transit largely to provide for implementation of the
recommendations. This group meets on an infrequent basis to discuss specific
recommendations. CRD staff participates in the working group. The recommendations and
subsequent outcomes from the lndependent Panel review are listed on the Provincial
Government website: http://www.th.qov.bc.calBC Transit RevieMprogress.html.

The outcomes are largely high level statements with limited direct impact to the Victoria
Regional Transit System (VRTS). While the process has been welcomed by some smaller and
mid-sized local governments, the benefits to the larger-tier systems such as VRTS seem to be
less obvious.

At the March 2014 working group meeting, BC Transit informed members that the annual
BC Transit Workshop will be used to spearhead further discussions on the recommendations.
CRD will have a staff presence at the April 2014 workshop.
The Working Group focuses on enhancing general BC Transit policy and operational processes
in relation to the panel's recommendations. There is, however, no formal process for approving
policy or recommendations made by BC Transit. The final policies and responses are still
determined largely at the discretion of BC Transit and MoTl. The independent review
recommendations did not establish a format for the Region to continue a dialogue with
BC Transit and MoTl over VRTS governance.
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ln the absence of a clear mandate from the CRD Board and Province to alter the existing transit
governance structure in the region, the draft Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) focussed on
formalizing the engagement and consultation process with BC Transit in order to establish clear
lines of responsibility. The draft RTP went to the CRD Board to be considered for endorsement
on October 30, 2013. The contents and goals of the draft plan were discussed briefly amongst
members. Two distinct viewpoints were represented in relation to how transit should be
addressed in the plan.
a

One viewpoint supported the incremental position of formalizing engagement

and
based
on the Review Panel's finding that they did not find consensus on transit governance in the

consultation processes relating to transit as identified in the draft plan. Support was

Region and that the province was prepared to re-examine transit governance if and when
consensus is reached.

.

The second viewpoint was that there was an unwillingness to support the plan unless the
Region took on a stronger role in the governance of transit. However, more substantial
change can only be achieved through consensus and this had not been achieved.

The Board subsequently passed a resolution directing staff to take the draft RTP out for final
referral to local governments, MoTl, BC Transit Board and the VRTC. Feedback from local
governments through the recent draft RTP referral process indicates that there is a strong and
vocal desire from some municipalities to see a fundamental shift in the relationship between
transit and the Region in order to better meet the goals of the Transit Future Plan within the
context of the broader RTP. However, this resolve was not unanimous.
lnitial communications from the CRD Board Chair to BC Transit Board and the VRTC have
articulated a desire to formalize the engagement and consultation process. There is a
willingness to work towards achieving this from both parties. VRTC has also confirmed that
BC Transit staff will participate in the identified committees and processes identified in the RTP.
The VRTC response further highlighted the challenge of securing capital funding for transit
projects and indicated a desire for transit projects to be considered as eligible projects within the
scope of regional gas tax funding.
PLANNING IMPLICATIONS
Until consensus is reached in the region as to the preferred governance model of transit and
required legislative changes are made, the VRTC structure will remain in place. ln the interim,
there is the potential to align the Region and VRTC more closely through the establishment of a
regional transportation service and development of formalized engagement and consultation
processes.
The Region is unable to direct regional gas tax funding to projects unless there is an ownership
stake in the asset by either the CRD or its local government partners. The establishment of a
regional transportation service could provide more flexibility. The service would be able to hold
assets and therefore could potentially take an ownership stake in transit capital infrastructure
and subsequently allocate funding. The Region would require assurances from senior levels of
government that existing funding streams would be preserved; removing the potential for
downloading of costs on to the Region.
CRD staff recently met with BC Transit management to discuss potential ways of refining the
relationship between BG Transit and the CRD in order to facilitate the capital requirements of
the Transit Future Plan. There may also be potential for the CRD to take a greater role in transit
capital investment funding and decision making in a manner that does not compromise funding
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streams allocated to local governments. Discussions between BC Transit staff and CRD staff
are an important first step in identifying what these possibilities might be and would build upon
the work undertaken by the Local Funding Taskforce.

The draft RTP is in the process of being updated to reflect the comments provided during the
referral process. The intent is to update the transit specific piece to articulate that the improved
engagement and consultation process highlighted is an incremental step in a strengthened
governance role for the Region that will clarify roles and responsibilities of both parties. Transit
wording will be added highlighting that alternative transit governance options that provide
greater accountability, adaptability to local and regional plans and greater transparency will be
sought.

The idea has been raised that the three largest systems including the CRD, Regional District of
Central Okanagan and Regional District of Nanaimo may be better served by examining the
Panel's recommendations separately from the smaller systems. lnformal discussions have
identified that there are many similarities between the larger systems and that the format being
used to implement the lndependent Review recommendations does not necessarily take in to
account the more complex nature of transit and governance in these larger systems. Running a
parallel process for implementing recommendations and identifying common goals and
concerns amongst these three properties would likely enable a greater concentration of
resources and lead to better results.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The request by VRTC to include transit capital projects as eligible gas tax proposals would likely
have detrimental effects on the success rate of local and regional government's proposals as
competition for the funds would be increased. VRTC has identified some very significant capital
requirements as part of the Transit Future Plan and even if they were to receive the gas tax in
its entirety there would still be significant shortfalls in funding that would need to be met through
alternate funding sources.
SUMMARY

The CRD Board has identified that it would like to see a greater role for the Region in transit.
The CRD Board made a request to the province to amend legislation to replace the VRTC with
the CRD Board. The province subsequently commissioned an lndependent Review of BC
Transit that addressed this request along with a requirement to undertake a general review of
BC Transit.

The panel determined that there was not consensus among local governments for transit
governance change. Until consensus is reached in the region as to the preferred governance
model of transit and required legislative changes are made, the VRTC structure will remain in
place. ln the absence of regional consensus to shift away from the VRTC model, incremental
steps to strengthen the regional role in transit within the existing VRTC framework have been
identified.
Staff will work with the VRTC to support formalizing engagement and consultation processes
relating to transit with the understanding and acknowledgement that a more significant regional
role in transit governance can be re-examined if and when regional consensus is reached.
Mechanisms that provide for potential capital funding options for transit that do not compromise
existing funding streams available to local and regional governments will be examined. Staff will
also work with the Regional District of Nanaimo and the Central Okanagan Regional District to
identify potential alternative approaches to enhancing transit governance.
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These incremental steps will provide for a stronger role in transit for the Region while still
allowing for a potentially more significant regional role in transit governance in the future. The
RTP will be updated to reflect the comments received through the referral process and to clarify
the position of transit governance in the region. Statf will return to the Committee at its next
meeting with an update on the progress of these incremental steps.
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